Homogeneous Model
We build a toy-protein consisting of N amino acids arranged on a straight line, schematized on figure S1. Figure S1 : Tiling a linear toy-protein.
Each tile is uniquely characterized by its length L i and it's center Z i , and satisfies:
The maximal coverage is gained when the copies arranged continuously. As such, the centers of the copies (Z ik ) is
When only full length tile copies are accepted, the center of the copies are restricted,
which can be rearranged to get:
with boundaries corresponding to
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The number of copies that can be place along the protein is n c = n max −n min +1 and the coverage C i = n c · L i . The tile score Θ i is:
The tiling pattern of a toy-protein of N = 120 residues is shown in figure S2a.
To calculate the coverage when partial copies of a tile are allowed, we first calculate how many residues are uncovered by tessellation of full length tile copies. The most left tile is centered at Z i + n min · L i , and it's start is at the aminoacid Z i + n min · L i − L i 2 which is also the number of aminoacids uncovered at the begining of the protein C beg . Analogously, the most right tile center is centered at Z i + n max · L i , its end is located at Z i + n max · L i + L i 2 and the number of amino acids uncovered is C end = N − Z i + n max · L i + L i 2 . If C beg and C end are bigger than αL i the partial tile copies contribute to the coverage obtained with the full length copies :
and their tile score is
The tiling pattern of a toy-protein of N = 120 residues is shown in figure S2b.
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Supporting Information, Parra et al Figure S3 : Zoom in the tiling profile of Porcine Ribonuclease Inhibitor (2bnh,A) (shown in Fig3c) . The tiling profile is shown on grayscale, together with the δΘ i projected on the left. This protein has a characteristic frequency at L i =57. The tiles at this length can be composed with tiles of L i =28 and L i =29 that appear alternated in protein structure. This is reflected in a square-tooth pattern around L i ≈ 30 and a second peak in δΘ i . The structures of the native protein and the corresponding tiling at the specified length (L i ) and center (Z i ) is shown, using the same coloring scheme of Fig.2 
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Supporting Information, Parra et al h Fraction of the coverage given by insertions between tiles. i Fraction of the coverage of the Non-Repeating regions.
(*) Proteins for which there is more than one tile that have identical maxΘ i at the characteristic frequency.
( + ) Protein Complexes, the letter after Z i indicates the chain ID
